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Abstract: Solar system ephemeris is very important for pulsar timing and navigation. In order to
explore the effect of different precision ephemerides on X-ray pulsar timing and navigation, the
differences between timing and navigation results with four JPL Development Ephemerides based
on the data of X-ray pulsar navigation-I (XPNAV-I) were compared and analyzed in this paper. For
pulsar timing, the ephemeris has a systematic effect on time scale conversion (nanosecond difference),
light-travel delay (millisecond difference) and timing residuals (microsecond difference), and the
pulse profile phase can reflect the systematic deviation caused by different ephemerides in the timing
calculation. The timing results show that it is necessary to compile the pulsar timing model based
on the newer ephemeris. For navigation, based on the significant enhancement of pulse profile
with orbit-dynamic (SEPO), the absolute error between simulation orbit and actual orbit is less than
2 km for each ephemeris, and the differences between simulation orbits are less than 1 km. The
orbit position accuracy calculated by the ephemeris used in pulsar timing parameter calculation is
the highest (DE200 in this paper), which explains the necessity of using a unified ephemeris in the
calculation of timing and navigation with satisfying its internal self-consistency.

Keywords: X-ray pulsar navigation; pulsar timing; JPL DE ephemerides; XPNAV-I; satellite orbit
determination

1. Introduction

Pulsars are fast-rotating neutron stars in the universe with stable rotation periods, and
the long-term stability is higher than that of the most precise atomic clock at present [1,2].
Since the first pulsar was discoved in 1967, the study of its physical properties has been
a hot spot in the fields of radio astronomy and space high-energy radiation. Many radio-
observation arrays and space high-energy radiation detectors around the world have
long-term observation records of pulsars. The study of pulsars can be carried out to verify
the relativistic effects, detect low-frequency gravitational waves and measure the mass
of planets in the solar system [2–4]; At the same time, the pulsar time scale based on the
ground radio pulsar timing array and spatial X-ray timing data is an important supplement
to the integrated positioning, navigation and timing system (PNT), and the X-ray pulsar
based navigation (XPNAV) with pulsar X-ray signal as the source is the most promising
technology to achieve the long-time and high-precision Autonomous Navigation of deep
space probe [5–11]. The research on pulsar timing and XPNAV is of great significance for
space exploration by attracting the attention of the international community.

Since the concepts of pulsar timing and navigation were proposed in the 1970s, many
researchers have demonstrated their specific implementation methods and feasibility by
developing a set of relatively mature theoretical methods [9–15]. At the same time, related
satellites in orbit experiments were also gradually carried out [7,11]. At present, the most
effective is the Neutron-star Interior Composition ExploreR/Station Explorer for X-ray
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Timing and Nav-igation Technology (NICER/SEXTANT) project carried out by NASA on
the International Space Station in 2018, with a positioning error of better than 5 km [11];
Chinese institutions and researchers also carried out timing or satellite orbit determination
experiments based on the observation data of the Insight-Hard X-ray Modulation Telescope
(Insight-HXMT), the POLAR Gamma Ray Burst Polarimeter on the TianGong-2 Spacelab
and the XPNAV-I [7,16–19]. The results verified the feasibility of X-ray pulsar navigation.

For a spacecraft flying in the solar system, to achieve pulsar navigation or improve
its positioning and velocity measurement accuracy, precise solar system ephemeris is
extremely necessary to correct the error terms caused by the relativistic effect and Doppler
frequency shift [14]. At present, many institutions around the world have released the solar
system ephemerides for different purposes, among which the Development Ephemerides
(DE) released by NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) has the highest comprehensive
accuracy and is the most widely used [20]. Since JPL released the first ephemeris DE102 in
1981, 18 different versions of ephemerides have been released successively. Each ephemeris
has certain differences in the observation data, inertial reference frame, time span, usage,
etc., which leads to differences in the use of different ephemerides to calculate the position
or speed of celestial bodies, and the position differences may reach tens of kilometers [21].

For pulsar navigation or timing, the effect of ephemeris on the accuracy of results is
complex, and the noise components caused by different celestial errors are not independent
but red noise coupled with each other. In recent years, there have still not been many
studies in this field. Some scholars regard the ephemeris error as a geometric error, study
its impact on the near-Earth satellite navigation and orbit determination system based
on X-ray pulsar, and regard it as a part of the state vector processed by the filtering
method [22,23]; Ning et al. [24] proposed a celestial/pulsar navigation method using time
and ephemeris estimation. In order to eliminate the influence of the ephemeris errors of a
planet’s moon, the ephemeris of the planet’s moons is augmented to the state and estimated
in real time. Some of the latest studies also consider the influence of ephemeris on timing
and positioning and propose improved methods [16,25]. In the research and application of
pulsar navigation or timing, one of the important basic works is to determine the relevant
pulsar rotation parameters and establish and update the navigation database in real time
(especially for relatively young pulsars such as Crab pulsar, undetectable micro-jumps
in pulsar rotation may cause serious “timing noise”, so it is very necessary to obtain the
latest timing parameters [26]). However, the parameters released in different periods or
institutions may be fitted based on different ephemerides. When using these parameters,
the internal self-consistency of the system should also be considered.

This paper aims at the problems and effects of ephemeris on pulsar navigation and
timing. Firstly, the commonly used X-ray pulsar navigation and timing methods and data
processing processes were summarized and analyzed, including time scale conversion,
light-travel delay calculation, etc. On this basis, based on the observation data of XPNAV-I,
the differences between the four commonly used JPL ephemerides DE200, DE405, DE421
and DE430 used in time scale conversion and light-travel delay calculation were calculated
and compared, and the effect of ephemeris difference on pulse profiles and timing resid-
uals were analyzed (For the description of XPNAV-I data and the four ephemerides, see
reference [27] and Appendix A). Because there is no observation data that can realize navi-
gation measurement at present, based on the orbit determination method of single pulsar
observation data, the influence of each ephemeris on orbit determination was calculated
and analyzed, and some suggestions on the use of ephemeris in pulsar navigation and
timing are given according to the experimental results.

2. Effect of Ephemeris on Pulsar Timing

Using the high long-term stability of pulsar rotation to establish pulsar time to assist
ground atomic time thereby improves the stability and reliability of ground time reference,
which has a high practical value [8]. At the same time, pulsar timing is also the basis of
pulsar navigation, and quality of timing results directly affects the accuracy of spacecraft
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positioning and velocity measurement [7]. At present, the processing flow of observation
data is generally the first to convert the detector’s local recording time (Universal Time
Coordinated(UTC) or Terrestrial Time(TT)) to the Barycentric Coordinate Time (TCB) or
Barycentric Dynamical Time (TDB). The next step is to calculate the time delay from the
detector to the solar system barycentric (SSB) at the photon arrival time according to the
space-time coordinate information of the detector. Then, the phase of the corresponding
time according to the pulsar’s timing model is calculated, and the pulse profile is obtained
by folding the discrete phase. Finally, the phase delay is obtained by cross-correlation
operation with the standard pulse profile, and then the time of arrival (TOA) of the pulse is
calculated [5,17]. The time scale conversion and time delay calculation can be expressed by
the following formula:

tSSB − tSC = ∆E + ∆R + ∆S + ∆P (1)

where tSSB is the time when the photon or pulse reaches the SSB; tSC is the local recording
time of the detector; ∆E represents the Einstein delay caused by time scale transforma-
tion; ∆R represents Romer delay, i.e., the geometric delay between detector and SSB;
∆S represents the Shapiro delay, which is the relativistic effect delay caused by the gravity
of all celestial bodies in the solar system; ∆P is the parallax delay caused by the change
in spacecraft position. Since the subsequent experimental analysis is mainly based on the
Crab observation data of XPNAV-I, for the observation data of a single pulsar, only the time
delay between the detector and SSB needs to be considered, rather than the extrasolar delay
such as a double pulsar system delay and interstellar delay. In addition, the standard delay
formula should also include the dispersion delay of the solar system, but it has little impact
on high-energy X-ray observation, and the delay generated by different ephemerides can
be considered equal, so it is ignored.

2.1. Effect on Time Scale Conversion

Fields such as modern astronomy and geodesy use different time scales for different
purposes. For pulsar observations, TT or UTC with the same scale as International Atomic
Time(TAI) and only linear transformation is generally adopted; SSB is the inertial reference
origin for the study of the motion of various celestial bodies in the solar system, and the
corresponding time scale is TCB or TDB. For XPNAV-I satellite and JPL ephemeris, it is
the conversion between UTC time and TDB time, and the standard conversion equation is
as follows [5,28,29],

i. UTC→TAI:
TAI = UTC + LS (2)

where LS represents the leap seconds between UTC and TAI, which can be obtained from
the IERS Bulletin.

ii. TAI→TT:
TT = TAI + 32.184 s (3)

32.184 s is the origin difference between TAI and TT.
iii. TT→TCG:

TCG = TT +

(
LG

1− LG

)
× (JDTT − T0)× 86, 400 (4)

where LG represents the change rate of TCG relative to TT; JD represents Julian day;
T0 = 2, 443, 144.5003725, which is the origin of time (i.e., TT at 1977 January 1.0 TAI).

iv. TCG→TCB:

TCB− TCG = c−2
{∫ t

t0

[
v2

e
2

+ Uext(re)

]
dt + ve · rSC

}
+ O

(
c−4
)

(5)

where ve is the velocity vector of the Earth centroid relative to SSB, rSC is the position vector
of the satellite relative to the Earth centroid, and Uext(re) is the scalar potential of other
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celestial bodies in the solar system except the Earth at the Earth centroid; O
(
c−4) represents

the high-order delay term, and its calculation formula is

O
(

c−4
)
= c−4

{∫ t

t0

[
−v4

e
8
− 3v2

e
2

Uext(re) + 4ve ·Uext(re) +
1
2

U2
ext(re)

]
dt−

[
3Uext(re) +

v2
e

2

]
ve · rSC

}
(6)

where Uext(re) represents the vector potential corresponding to Uext(re); O
(
c−4) is less than

the order of 10−16, which can be ignored for calculations that do not require very high
precision. The above transformations are in the first-order post-Newtonian system, and the
asteroid correction term is considered. The integral operation is very time-consuming, and
the following linear formula can be used for approximate calculation,

TCB− TCG =
LC × (TT − T0) + P(TT)− P(T0)

1− LC
+ c−2ve · rSC (7)

where LC represents the average change rate of TCB relative to TCG, and P(TT)−P(T0)
can be calculated according to the corresponding time ephemeris.

v. TCB→TDB

TDB− TCB = −LB × (JDTCB − T0)× 86, 400 + TDB0 (8)

where LB represents the average rate of change in TDB relative to TCB.
The final value obtained by TDB−TT is the delay generated by the time scale transfor-

mation, which is the Einstein delay term in Formula (1). It can be found that there are dif-
ferences in the conversion process between TCG and TCB (when two quasi-inertial system
coordinates) due to the use of different ephemerides; in general, the higher the ephemeris
accuracy, the more accurate the calculated delay. For the values of the above constants, there
are slight differences in different ephemerides; for example, LTE200

C = 1.48082685703× 10−8,
LTE405

C = 1.48082685594× 10−8 (the difference value is 1.09× 10−17, superscript TE200 and
TE405, respectively, represent the time ephemeris calculated based on DE200 and DE405).

The International Earth Rotation Service (IERS) released the time ephemeris TE200 and
TE405, but the delay of DE421 and DE430 needs to be obtained by integration according to
Formula (5). Table 1 shows the values at different time scales and the Einstein delay of the
start time of the observation data (using the coordinate value corresponding to the time
of XPNAV-I) calculated according to the four ephemerides. Figure 1 shows the difference
between the Einstein delay calculated by DE200 at the initial moment of the 35 groups of
photon recording files and the corresponding values of the other three ephemerides.

It was found that the ephemeris has little influence on the calculation of the Einstein
delay. During the data observation period adopted in this paper, the difference between the
Einstein delays calculated by each ephemeris is less than 1 ns, among which the difference
between DE405, DE421 and DE430 is smaller, and the difference between the latest two
ephemeris DE421 and 430 is less than 10−10 s. In reference [30], the long-term difference
between TE200 and TE405 time ephemeris was analyzed, and the maximum difference
was less than 5 ns in this century. The celestial mass parameters used in the above results
are the actual parameters of each ephemeris. If unified mass parameters are adopted, the
difference value will be smaller.

Table 1. Comparison of Einstein delay at satellite at observation start time. The satellite began to
observe the Crab pulsar at 8 a.m. UTC time on 17 November 2016.

UTC TT TCG TCB TDB ∆E

DE200 8:00:00 8:01:08.184 8:01:9.061046718583 8:01:27.695296538761 8:01:8.182794784679 −0.0012052153210
DE405 8:00:00 8:01:08.184 TCGDE200 + 0.0 s TCBDE200 + 4.47 × 10−10 s TDBDE200 + 4.48 × 10−10 s ∆EDE200 + 4.480 × 10−10 s
DE421 8:00:00 8:01:08.184 TCGDE200 + 0.0 s TCBDE200 + 5.06 × 10−10 s TDBDE200 + 5.06 × 10−10 s ∆EDE200 + 5.063 × 10−10 s
DE430 8:00:00 8:01:08.184 TCGDE200 + 0.0 s TCBDE200 + 5.13 × 10−10 s TDBDE200 + 5.14 × 10−10 s ∆EDE200 + 5.135 × 10−10 s
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Figure 1. Comparison of Einstein delay during data observation. To clearly reflect the small difference
in Einstein delays during observation, subtract DE200 Einstein delay from DE405, 421 and 430 Einstein
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2.2. Effect on Light-Travel Delay

After the time scales at the spacecraft and SSB are unified, the spatial light-travel delay
can be calculated according to the geometric relationship between them, that is, ∆R, ∆S
and ∆P in Formula (1) (observation formula in pulsar navigation or timing). Formula (9) is
the solar system light-travel delay for X-ray pulsar observation [5,10,12]

tSSB − tSC = n·r
c + 1

cR0
[v · r− (n · v)(n · r)]∆t− 1

cR2
0
(n · v)[v · r− (n · v)(n · r)]∆t2

− 1
2cR0

[
(r)2 − (n · r)2

]
+

N
∑

k=1

2GMk
c3 ln|n · rk + rk| −

4G2 M2
S

c5rs tan ψ sin ψ

(9)

where n is the unit vector of the pulsar in the Barycentric Celestial Reference System (BCRS);
r is the position vector of the satellite relative to the SSB at the time of observation; v is
the velocity vector of the pulsar relative to SSB; ∆t = t− t0 is the difference between the
observation time and the reference epoch; R0 is the distance between the pulsar and the
SSB at the reference epoch; G is Newton’s gravitational constant and Mk is the mass of the
kth solar system celestial body; rk is the position vector of the satellite relative to the kth
solar system celestial body at the observation time, and rk is the modulus of rk; N is the
number of solar system celestial bodies for which Shapiro delay is to be calculated; rs is the
distance from the satellite to the Sun at the observation time; MS is the solar mass; ψ is the
angle of the Sun and pulsar relative to the satellite at the observation time. The descriptions
of the items on the right side of Formula (9) are as follows:

i. Solar system Roemer delay
The solar system Roemer delay includes the geometric delay term caused by the

spacecraft position and the pulsar proper motion. Now define rP to represent the projection
of the vector r in the n direction, that is, rP= n·r; rV represents the vector perpendicular to
n, rV= r− rpn. If the pulsar 3D proper motion is assumed to be constant, i.e., v∆t ≡ l, and
the items with delay less than 1 ns are ignored, the Roemer delay can be simplified as

∆R = c−1rP + c−1R−1
0 lV · rV − c−1R−2

0 lPlV · rV (10)

where the first item of the above formula corresponds to the first item on the right of
Formula (9), which represents the zero-order Roemer delay caused by the radial position
motion of the spacecraft. The second item corresponds to the second item of Formula (9),
which is the time delay of the solar system caused by the pulsar radial proper motion. The
third item corresponds to the third item of Formula (9), which is the second-order Roemer
delay of the solar system caused by the transverse direction induced by radial motion and
can be regarded as the correction of the second item.
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ii. Solar system Parallax delay
Parallax delay corresponds to the fourth item on the right side of Formula (9), which

is the curvature delay term caused by the inconsistency of radial components caused by the
position change of the spacecraft during continuous observation, which can be simplified as

∆P = −1
2

c−1R−2
0 r2

V (11)

iii. Solar system Shapiro delay
The fifth and sixth items on the right side of Formula (9) represent the first-order and

second-order Shapiro delay of the solar system, respectively, which are the relativistic effect
delay caused by the space-time curvature caused by the gravitational field of all celestial
bodies in the solar system. If only the gravitational delay caused by the Sun is considered,
the relevant items can be simplified as follows

∆S =
2GMS

c3 ln|rSP + rS| −
4G2M2

S
c5rs tan ψ sin ψ

(12)

It was found that each item of calculating light-travel delay involves the use of
ephemeris, so the influence of ephemeris is particularly significant. For near-Earth satellite
or ground-based radio observations, the spatial delay error caused by the Earth ephemeris
error and the relativistic effect caused by massive celestial bodies such as the Sun and
Jupiter is the error items that must be considered. A large error leads to the inability to
extract the pulse profile that conforms to the periodic sequence. Table 2 shows the delay
items of the XPNAV-I satellite at the start time of observation calculated based on four
ephemerides. Figure 2 shows the difference between the light-travel delay calculated
by the DE200 at the initial moment of the 35 groups of photons recording files and the
corresponding values of the other three ephemerides.

Table 2. Comparison of start time delay of observation data (unit: s, UTC: 2016.11.18 08:00:00.0).

Roemer Parallax Shapiro Light-Travel Delay

DE200 −433.639869983242 2.28207289 × 10−27 −2.59819521802 × 10−4 −433.640129802764
DE405 ∆RDE200 + 1.355447560 × 10−3 ∆PDE200 + 5.39 × 10−32 ∆SDE200 − 6.60 × 10−13 ∆LDE200 + 1.355447560 × 10−3

DE421 ∆RDE200 + 1.359091856 × 10−3 ∆PDE200 + 5.39 × 10−32 ∆SDE200 − 6.85 × 10−13 ∆LDE200 + 1.359091856 × 10−3

DE430 ∆RDE200 + 1.358951972 × 10−3 ∆PDE200 + 5.39 × 10−32 ∆SDE200 − 6.91 × 10−13 ∆LDE200 + 1.358951972 × 10−3
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Figure 2. Comparison of time delay during data observation. The meaning of each curve is the
same as that in Figure 1, and “DE405-DE200” represents the difference between the light-travel delay
calculated by DE405 and DE200, and the rest are analogous.

By comparing the results, it was found that Roemer delay is the main component of
light-travel delay and the delay with the largest difference in calculation results between
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different ephemerides. The difference between the Roemer delay calculated based on DE200
and the values of the other three ephemerides is greater than 1 ms. The difference between
Roemer delay calculated by DE405, DE421 and DE430 is less than 10 µs. The difference
between the two latest ephemeris Roemer delay is 0.1 microsecond. The ephemeris has
little effect on parallax delay and Shapiro delay, and the difference between the results is in
the order of picoseconds.

By comprehensively comparing Figures 1 and 2, it can be found that the time difference
shows a linear trend as a whole during the observation period, but the difference between
Einstein delay in Figure 1 shows a small jump at a few points, which may be related to
the change in satellite position (or there is some error in the satellite position files). It is a
pity that this paper does not compare the long-term change trend of the difference, but the
simulation analysis of similar satellites shows that Figures 1 and 2 conform to the long-term
change trend.

2.3. Comprehensive Impact Analysis on Timing Results

After time scale conversion and light-travel delay calculation of the original photons
sequence observed by the spacecraft, the phase of the corresponding time can be calculated
according to the periodic information of the observed pulsar. The phase calculation formula
is the following Taylor expansion [31]:

ϕ(t) = ϕ0 + f0(t− t0) +
1
2

.
f 0(t− t0)

2 +
1
6

..
f 0(t− t0)

3 + · · · (13)

where t0 is the reference epoch; ϕ0 is the rotation phase of the reference epoch; f0,
.
f 0 and

..
f 0

are the rotation frequency and its first and second derivatives. After calculating the phase,
the pulse profile in the observation period can be obtained according to the epoch folding
method. By comparing the folded pulse profile p with the standard pulse profile p̃, the
phase delay of the pulse can be obtained, and then the initial phase can be obtained. The
cross-correlation method is the most commonly used phase comparison method at present.
For discrete pulse, its cross-correlation function is:

RD(ϕ) =
1

Nb
∑Nb

i=1 pi p̃i+ϕ (14)

where ϕ is the phase difference between two profiles; Nb is the number of pulse bins. The
phase delay shall maximize the cross-correlation function. If the starting point of the folding
period is the starting point of the observation period, the estimation of the initial phase is:

ϕ̃0 = argmax
ϕ∈[0,1)

RD(ϕ) (15)

Based on the above analysis, it was found that the ephemeris is an important variable
to be considered in time scale conversion and spatial light-travel delay calculation, and
its influence does not need to be considered too much in phase calculation and phase
comparison. In the actual timing applications, if the actual period of pulsars is not searched
according to the photon sequence, but the timing parameters published by some institu-
tions (including period, phase and its derivatives), it is necessary to pay attention to the
ephemeris used in the data. For example, the Crab timing parameters published by the
British Jodrell Bank Observatory use DE200, and the ephemeris used for similar data of
the Australian Telescope National Facility (ATNF) is DE405 [32,33]. The mixing of several
ephemerides in the timing process may produce a certain systematic deviation.

3. Effect of Ephemeris on Satellite Navigation and Orbit Determination

According to the traditional navigation and positioning theory, in Formula (9), if the
timing result on the right side is known, r can be calculated iteratively. Without considering
the clock difference, the absolute spatial positioning can be achieved by observing three
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pulsars simultaneously [10,12]. However, considering the limited relevant research at
present, there is no space experiment using this ideal model for navigation verification.
In general, a single detector can be used to observe a pulsar for a long time, and the
satellite orbit can be determined based on the orbital-dynamics theory, or a single detector
sequentially observes multiple pulsars and then synchronizes the observations to the same
epoch, which can also achieve positioning in theory. A similar approach was used in a
successful verification experiment conducted by NASA in 2018 [11].

Considering the influence of ephemeris, if the first model is applied, its influence is
similar to pulsar timing, and the error value it generates in the positioning equation can
be calculated according to the law of error propagation. Wang and Xu et al. conducted
some research and analysis on this. For the single satellite observation model, considering
that the observation period is generally long, it is difficult to model the error caused by the
ephemeris, but it is also possible to conduct experiments to compare the effects of different
ephemerides on the final orbit determination results to make an effective evaluation of
the ephemeris.

3.1. Positioning Error Modeling

Combined with the analysis of reference [22,23], considering the systematic deviation
caused by ephemeris error, the measurement model of the X-ray pulsar navigation system
can be modified as:

∆τSC = ∆τ + ∑N
k=1

Bk
c

+
∆ε

c
(16)

where ∆τSC is the difference between the measured TOA and the predicted TOA, and
∆τ is the time delay caused by the deviation of the real position of the satellite; Bk is
the systematic deviation caused by the ephemeris error of the kth planet or celestial
body (the serial number similar to the JPL ephemeris), and N is the number of celestial
bodies considered; ∆ε is the time delay caused by other measurement errors. The specific
expression of Bk is related to the actual navigation situation and the influence quantity of
the celestial body, which can be derived from the timing formula.

The basis of the analysis in this paper is to know the position error of celestial bodies in
three-dimensional space coordinates s and analyze them one by one. However, to achieve
high-precision timing or positioning, the disturbance of large mass celestial bodies and even
some asteroids in the solar system needs to be considered. Moreover, the comprehensive
influence of various errors is not a simple linear superposition but a nonlinear system
problem. In order to illustrate its impact, more in-depth research is needed.

3.2. Effect of Ephemeris on Single Pulsar Navigation or Orbit Determination

Considering the limited observation data of X-ray pulsar and the immature navigation
technology, the orbit determination of detector based on single X-ray pulsar observation
data combined with spacecraft orbit dynamics model has certain application value in the
verification of X-ray pulsar navigation theory and the performance test of the detector.
For near-Earth satellites, the kinematic equation of spacecraft in an inertial coordinate
system is [34]:

..
rSC/E = F

(
t, rSC/E,

.
rSC/E, p

)
= − GMe

r3
SC/E

rSC/E +
..
R
(
t, rSC/E,

.
rSC/E, p

)
(17)

where rSC/E,
.
rSC/C and

..
rSC/E are the position, velocity and acceleration vectors of the space-

craft relative to the Geocentric Celestial Reference System (GCRS) at time t, respectively;
p is the kinetic model parameter adopted. The position vector of spacecraft in BCRS can
be deduced from rSC/E and ephemeris, that is, r in Formula (9). The two formulas can be
combined to solve the position vector according to the pulsar timing observations. The
principal term of the formula of motion is the two-body motion of the first item on the right
side; the second item represents the sum of the perturbation accelerations acting on the
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spacecraft, in which the gravitational perturbation produced by some celestial bodies is a
non-negligible amount.

In most dynamic orbit determination analyses and experimental simulations, pulse
TOA is still taken as the observation measurement. However, for most detectors, including
XPNAV-I, the observation pulse with a high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) cannot be obtained
in a short time, so a stable and continuous TOA observation measurement cannot be
obtained. In order to solve this problem, an autonomous orbit determination algorithm
based on normal plane constraint was proposed in reference [17], and the navigation test
was carried out by using the three-month Crab observation data of XPNAV-I; the accuracy
of orbit determination at the control point was 38.4 km. Since most of the published
data were distributed in December 2016, the line-of-sight direction of the pulsar is almost
perpendicular to the satellite orbit plane, which is not conducive to the orbit correction of
this method.

Considering the observational characteristics of the experimental data, the pulsar nav-
igation method “Significance Enhancement of Pulse-profile with Orbit-dynamics” (SEPO)
in reference [18] was adopted, instead of selecting the pulse TOA as the measurement for
pulsar navigation, the observed pulse profile was directly analyzed. Since the pulse profile
and the orbit are closely coupled, and the simulated profile is highly similar to the actual
profile and is also modulated by the orbit, the deformation of the profile can reflect the
significant change in the orbit. The significance χ2 of the pulse profile is defined as follows:

χ2 = ∑Nb
i

(pi − p̃i)
2

p̃i
(18)

among them, pi is the pulse profile generated by simulation, and p̃i is the standard pulse
profile of the original observation data. When the predicted orbit is closer to the real
orbit, the closer the pulse profile is to the real profile, and the greater the significance χ2 is.
Zheng et al. applied this method to the orbit determination analysis of high-energy space
detectors such as POLAR of TG-2 space station, Insight-HXMT Satellite, etc., and verified
the effectiveness of this method [18,19].

4. Experimental Results and Discussion

The above mainly expounds on the commonly used X-ray pulsar navigation and
timing methods. When analyzing the influence of ephemeris on timing, the differences in
different ephemerides used in time scale and optical delay calculation are analyzed based
on XPNAV-I observation data. By using the same data, this section mainly calculates and
compares the effects of different ephemerides on pulse profile, timing residuals and single
pulsar orbit determination and gives some suggestions on the use of ephemeris based on
the results.

4.1. Pulse Profile

The pulse profile is obtained by the epoch folding method, and the timing parameters
are the crab timing parameters regularly released by Jodrell Bank Observatory. (In order to
minimize timing noise, it is necessary to use parameters that are as consistent as possible
with the date of the observed data. During the observation period, 2016/11/17~12/19,
Jodrell has the data of reference epoch 11/23 and 12/16, while the reference epoch of ATNF
similar data is very old. See Appendix A Table A3 for details) The standard pulse profile
obtained from all 35 groups of observation data is shown in Figure 3.

It can be found that there is a certain systematic deviation between the standard profile
obtained by DE200 and the profiles obtained by the other three ephemerides. The calculated
deviation value is about 1.3 ms. The deviation value is approximately equal to the timing
deviation of each ephemeris; the difference between the profiles obtained by DE405, 421
and 430 is small, and the photon number difference of discrete phase points is generally
less than 100. Due to the small number of profile bins, the systematic deviation between the
three cannot be displayed through the profiles. For the systematic deviation between the
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DE200 profile and the other three, the possible reason for the deviation is that the DE200
is transformed from the B1950 coordinate system to the J2000 coordinate system through
coordinate transformation according to the older ephemeris, while the newer ephemeris is
compiled according to the latest observation data at that time and based on ICRF. The two
methods are likely to produce some spatial deviations.
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Figure 3. Comparison of standard pulse profiles. The number of profile bins is 256. The profiles of
DE405, DE421 and DE430 in (a) basically coincide. (b) shows the profile difference during the period
of phase value 0.5–0.6 (it can more clearly reflect the photon number differences of the profiles in
this interval).

If the systematic deviation of the DE200 profile relative to the other three is corrected,
the resulting standard pulse profile is shown in Figure 4. The Pearson correlation coefficient
between each profile is calculated according to the profiles after error correction, as shown
in Table 3.
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Figure 4. Comparison of standard pulse profiles after correcting system deviation. (a) Integral period
profiles; (b) Partial period profiles.

Table 3. Pearson correlation coefficient between pulse profiles. P_200_405 represents the Pearson
correlation coefficient between DE200 profile and DE405 profile, and the rest are analogous.

Ephemerides P_200_405 P_200_421 P_200_430 P_405_421 P_405_430 P_421_430

Pearson_corr 0.996272152 0.996293838 0.996299275 0.999859096 0.999860405 0.999991201
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It can be found that the difference between the profiles is small after correcting the
system deviation, and the Pearson correlation coefficients between the profiles are higher
than 0.99. The profiles of DE200 can still see obvious photon number differences at some
discrete phase points. The profiles of the two latest ephemerides almost coincide, and the
photon number difference at most discrete phase points is less than 10.

4.2. Timing Residuals

Each group of observation data was folded to obtain a pulse profile, and its phase
starting point is the phase corresponding to the arrival time of the first photon of the
data, and then the phase difference was obtained by cross-correlation operation with the
standard pulse profile. Without considering the integer ambiguity, the obtained phase
difference is the normalized phase delay, and the difference between the phase calculated
by the standard timing parameters and multiplied by the period is the timing residual.
Here, the fast Fourier transform (FFT) was used to calculate the cross-correlation, and the
timing residuals calculated based on each ephemeris are shown in Figure 5. Table 4 shows
the corresponding RMSE and MAE values.
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Figure 5. Comparison of timing residuals. The vertical line in the figure represents the mean square
error of timing. (a) DE200; (b) DE405; (c) DE421; (d) DE430.

Table 4. Comparison of RMSE and MAE values (unit: µs).

Ephemeris DE200 DE405 DE421 DE430

RMSE 54.6418 54.9246 54.5714 54.5273
MAE 44.4169 42.4389 42.1759 42.1400

It was found that the timing residuals of each group calculated based on the four
ephemerides are less than 150 microseconds, and the RMSE and MAE values are also very
close; the difference is less than 2 µs. Similarly, the timing residuals obtained by DE200
are quite different from those obtained by the other three ephemerides (mainly expressed
in the timing residuals at a single point); the difference between the timing residuals of
each group of the results obtained from DE405, DE421 and DE430 is very small, and their
MAE values of is slightly better than that of DE200, indicating that their internal accuracy
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is higher. The systematic trend of timing residuals due to different ephemerides is the same
as that of time conversion and light-travel delay calculation.

In order to verify the timing performance when different ephemerides are mixed, the
timing residuals were obtained by cross-correlation operation between the DE405 standard
pulse profile and other groups of pulse profiles obtained from other ephemerides, and the
results are shown in Figure 6; Table 5 shows the corresponding RMSE and MAE values.
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Figure 6. Timing residual using DE405 standard pulse profile. In (a), the red curve represents the
timing residuals of the original DE200, the purple curve represents the timing residual mixed with
the DE200 and standard pulse profile of DE405, and the rest are analogous. (a) DE200; (b) DE421;
(c) DE430.

Table 5. Comparison of RMSE and MAE values (unit: µs).

Ephemeris DE405/200 DE405/421 DE421/430

RMSE 72.2760 54.5714 61.3338
MAE 57.6716 42.1759 45.9044

It was found that the timing residuals obtained by DE405/421 are completely consis-
tent with those obtained by using the DE421 standard profile. Compared with the DE200
standard profile, the timing residuals of DE405/200 increased, the maximum value was
more than 150 microseconds, and the values of RMSE and MAE increased by about 30%.
The first timing residual of DE405/430 increased significantly, while other values did not
change obviously. Affected by the first value, both RMSE and MAE values increased. It
can be found that the internal self-consistent ephemeris can generally obtain better results
than the mixed ephemerides, which need special attention in the application of pulsar
navigation and timing.

4.3. Orbit Determination Analysis

Based on the analysis in Section 2.2, the SEPO was used to analyze the influence
of different ephemerides on XPNAV-I orbit determination. In this experiment, the real-
time photons arrival rate function at the spacecraft was calculated by using the pulsar
signal model at the SSB and the spacecraft orbit information, combined with the pulse
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profile of each ephemeris, and then the photons arrival time series was generated by
the scale transformation method [35]. The grazing incidence Wolter-I X-ray telescope of
XPNAV-I has an area of only 30 cm2, but it has a small optical field of view and strong
noise suppression ability. For one month’s sparse observation data, the amount of signal
simulation calculation is large.

For each ephemeris, take the GPS coordinate values [X, Y, Z] recorded by the satellite
in the J-2000 coordinate system as the nominal orbit, add errors on the coordinate values in
1 km steps to obtain [X + ∆L, Y + ∆L, Z + ∆L], and the ∆L range is [−10, 10] km. Calculate
the χ2 value under each coordinate and determine the range of the optimal orbit according
to the size of the χ2 value. The χ2 values obtained from different ephemerides are shown
in Figure 7 and Table 6 shows the specific values.
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It was found that for the four ephemerides used, the χ2 value of the simulation profiles
can show a certain regularity rather than random distribution. The peak value represents
the deviation between the simulated orbit and the actual orbit. The difference between
the orbit obtained by DE200 and the actual orbit is less than 1 km, while the deviation
of the other three ephemerides is between 1 and 2 km. Due to the limited experimental
data, it is impossible to draw a conclusion that the orbit accuracy of DE200 is higher, which
may be that the timing parameters used are the crab timing parameters of Jodrell Bank
Observatory compiled based on DE200. Further experimental analysis is needed to draw a
more accurate conclusion.
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Table 6. χ2 values of each ephemeris simulation orbit.

∆L/Km DE200 DE405 DE421 DE430

−10 35,348.58282 35,144.58369 33,088.10955 34,385.1766
−9 35,613.47329 35,409.82768 33,530.0139 34,900.42859
−8 35,717.51518 35,589.39763 34,604.85721 35,581.71327
−7 35,834.13222 35,895.86897 35,304.83125 35,826.32905
−6 35,992.52258 35,956.87852 35,577.09967 35,970.18901
−5 36,195.84801 36,124.38468 35,667.40987 36,026.41001
−4 36,357.96755 36,276.69509 35,980.34176 36,271.05581
−3 36,720.60294 36,402.48305 36,145.60529 37,140.7892
−2 37,465.89581 36,474.49957 36,270.53755 37,401.09154
−1 37,569.36244 37,460.36531 36,368.28404 37,639.15843
0 38,028.23266 37,819.99479 37,344.9412 37,907.62134
1 37,953.4562 38,466.26153 38,340.82654 38,138.94381
2 37,540.49097 37,862.25479 37,824.27274 37,723.94564
3 36,801.20982 36,922.62293 36,561.31364 37,458.42178
4 36,702.71458 36,431.87019 36,199.47831 37,187.3775
5 36,328.88002 36,310.29199 36,078.04842 36,811.37727
6 36,116.18036 36,176.77891 35,766.93906 36,192.90688
7 35,949.24826 35,989.3597 35,641.37276 36,021.83881
8 35,807.98256 35,915.39357 35,451.27367 35,873.25145
9 35,629.80379 35,793.25319 35,055.39206 35,776.89203
10 35,507.51493 35,524.15199 34,390.37655 35,235.99492

It should be noted here that the “orbit determination” analyzed in this paper is to
reverse the pulse profile based on the known nominal orbit, and it cannot be used for actual
pulsar navigation or orbit determination, but for the research of this paper, it can still reflect
the influence of different ephemerides on orbit determination accuracy to a certain extent.

4.4. Discussion

In the pulsar timing calculation, a relatively strict calculation process was adopted, and
the results were improved compared with some research results using the same data [7,17].
The timing residuals error of multiple groups of data is less than 50 microseconds, and
the corresponding ranging error is less than 15 km. If the corresponding timing accuracy
is converted into positioning accuracy, it has satisfied the navigation and positioning
requirements of the transfer orbit segment of the deep space explorer. At the same time,
how to form an effective timing measurement in a short time is the focus of future research.

Compared with the old ephemeris, the newer ephemeris usually has higher spatial
accuracy. Most studies also show that the newly released ephemeris often has better timing
performance [6]. The above experimental results also show that when the systematic devia-
tion is corrected, the MAE values of the timing residuals of the three newer ephemerides
are still slightly better than that of DE200, indicating that their internal accuracy is higher.
For some historical reasons, pulsar timing parameters obtained from older ephemeris such
as DE200 are still widely used and of a certain value. In order to adapt to the development
of research as soon as possible, it is necessary to use the newer ephemeris to obtain timing
parameters and promote them.

In this paper, the orbit determination based on single pulsar observation data was
used to analyze the navigation accuracy, which is an ideal processing method in the case
of a lack of observation data. It should be noted that the “orbit determination” analyzed
here is to reverse the pulse profile based on the known nominal orbit, and it cannot be used
for actual pulsar navigation or orbit determination, but for the research of this paper, it
can still reflect the influence of different ephemerides on orbit determination accuracy to
a certain extent. Later, the same observation data can be used for rigorous dynamic orbit
determination analysis.

Compared with the modeling of timing and positioning error caused by ephemeris
error in some papers, this paper only calculates the difference of different ephemerides
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in timing and navigation solutions [22–24]. However, through analysis, it was found that
ephemeris error belongs to red noises that are difficult to model, and the absolute errors
of celestial coordinates or velocity in different ephemerides are also difficult to determine,
so it may be difficult to deal with its impact in ephemeris error modeling. According to
the appeal analysis, on the one hand, the whole process can be solved based on one newly
released ephemeris to reduce the impact of the internal inconsistency of ephemeris. On
the other hand, with the development of complex system analysis and multi-body motion
theory, it can also be introduced into the study of a pulsar navigation system to establish a
more accurate model.

Due to the limited observation data, there is no experimental comparison for most nav-
igation or timing situations. Subsequent analysis can be based on ground radio observation
data and long-term observation data from other satellites to obtain more accurate conclusions.

5. Conclusions

The effects of JPL DE ephemeris on X-ray pulsar navigation and timing were studied
and experimentally analyzed. Firstly, the current theoretical models and data processing
methods of X-ray pulsar timing and navigation were summarized and analyzed, and the
possible differences of ephemeris in the solution of timing and navigation equations were
emphatically analyzed. Based on the measured data released by XPNAV-I, the effects of
four commonly used JPL DE ephemerides on timing and orbit determination results were
compared, and the following conclusions were summarized:

(1) For time scale conversion, the difference is less than 1 ns during the data recording
period, and the long-term difference is also less than 5 ns. The ephemeris has a significant
impact on the calculation of light-travel delay. For Romer delay, the difference value can be
greater than 1 ms, but for Shapiro delay and other relativistic effects caused by gravity, the
delay difference value is small. At the same time, with the update and standardization of
the ephemeris, the difference value was very small;

(2) For the final timing results, the profile obtained by DE200 has a certain systematic
deviation compared with other ephemerides, which is approximately equal to the delay
difference, and the difference between RMSE and MAE values of timing residuals calculated
by each ephemeris is less than 2 µs. However, the cross-correlation operation of the pulse
profile obtained from different ephemerides increases the timing residuals. Therefore,
when using ephemeris in navigation and timing applications, we must pay attention to its
internal self-consistency;

(3) When the four ephemerides are used for orbit determination, the orbit differences
value is less than 1 km. Since the timing parameters are calculated based on DE200, its nav-
igation or orbit determination accuracy is more accurate than the other three ephemerides,
which also shows the importance of adopting a unified ephemeris in all links. At the
same time, considering the higher spatial accuracy of the new ephemeris, it is the future
development trend to use it to compile and popularize the pulsar timing model as soon
as possible.
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Appendix A

The four JPL de ephemerides were used in this paper; DE200 was published in 1981,
and it was used to compile the American Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac from 1984
to 2003. The timing parameters of Crab pulsar at Jodrell Bank Observatory used in this
paper take this ephemeris as the time-space reference; DE405 was released in 1995. Most
astronomical yearbooks, including IAU resolutions (2006), IERS Conventions (2003) and
the Standards of Fundamental Astronomy (SOFA) software libraries, have been compiled
with reference to this ephemeris, and most pulsar parameters released by ATNF also take
this ephemeris as the space-time reference; DE421 was released in 2008 and fitted the latest
planetary and lunar observation data at that time. At present, most pulsar navigation and
timing studies use this ephemeris; DE430 was released in 2013. The latest International
Celestial Reference Framework (ICRF2.0) has been used in the compilation of American
Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac since 2015. Appendix A Table A1 is a partial introduction
to the four ephemerides [20,21].

Table A1. Basic introduction of four ephemerides.

DE200 DE405 DE421 DE430

Reference
Frame J2000.0 ICRF ICRF ICRF2.0

Time Span JED2305424.5–JED 2513360.5
(AD1599–AD2169)

JED 2305424.5–JED2525008.5
(AD1599–AD2201)

JED 2414864.5–JED 2471184.5
(AD1899–AD2053)

JED2287184.5–JED2688976.5
(AD1549–AD2650)

Observation
Data Radar, Spacecraft

Radar, Spacecraft,
CCD, RATE,

Transit, Astrolabe

LLR, Radar,
Spacecraft, CCD,

Photo, Transit

LLR, Spacecraft,
Radar, Astrometric,

Occultation

Note Including Nutation but
excluding Libration

Including Nutation and
Libration

Including Nutation and
Libration

Including Nutation and
Libration (1980 series)

The XPNAV-I was Launched in November 2016, and it is the world’s first dedicated
pulsar navigation test satellite, equipped with a collimated microchannel plate detector
and a grazing incidence Wolter-I X-ray detector. In May 2017, the Beidou official website
released the data of Crab pulsar (PSR B0531+21) observed by the Wolter-1 detector. The
basic information of the data is shown in Appendix A Table A2 [28].

Table A2. Statistics of Crab observation data.

Parameter Value

Start time UTC 2016/11/17(MJD:57,709.5)
End time UTC 2016/12/19(MJD:57,741.5)

Number of observation orbits 125
Effective observation duration 366,720 s
Number of detected photons 4,438,661 counts

Source Flux 1.0 counts/s
Background Flux 14.2 counts/s

The basic parameters of the detector are given in the data description file given on the
official website. Appendix A Table A3 shows the timing parameters of the Crab pulsar of
the Jodrell Bank Observatory [32].

Table A3. Timing parameters of Crab pulsar.

Timing Parameter Value 1 Value 2

Right ascension (J2000) 05 h 34 m 31.972 s 05 h 34 m 31.972 s
Declination (J2000) +22◦00′52.07′′ +22◦00′52.07′′

Reference epoch TDB 2016/11/23 12:00:01.025488
MJD:57715.000000295

2016/12/16 12:00:01.0200448
MJD:57738.000000232

Time range 57,707~57,723
2016/11/15~12/01

57,723~57,754
2016/12/01~2017/01/01

F0 [Hz] 29.6478547478211 29.6471215546085
F1 [Hz/s−1] −3.68972−10 −3.68942−10

F2 [Hz/s−2] −3.89−20 1.55−20
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